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GEREMARIE, a Division of Patrick Industries, is a manufacturer of high precision aluminum 
components serving different industries throughout the United Sates including marine and 
medical. 

Flexible horizontal and/or vertical machining center programming and setup role 
 
GEREMARIE is looking to expand our team capable of programming and setting up horizontal 
and vertical OKUMA machining centers.  Fast paced, highly automated working environment 
utilizing only the absolute best in every aspect for true world class manufacturing.  Mastercam 
and Solidworks experience is required. Ability to work self-sufficiently, lead and manage each 
project from engineering release to manufacturing.   Exceptional work ethic and attendance is a 
must.  Excellent communication with the flexibility to adapt to new challenges in a prototype and 
production atmosphere is also required. Ensuring Quality standards and processes are used within 
the company established goals for safety, quality and on-time delivery. 
   

 
Successful candidates must have the following skills:  

 Experience in Horizontal / Vertical Machining Centers. OKUMA preferred but not required 

 Experience in aluminum billet CNC manufacturing. 

 Select proper tooling to efficiently manufacture parts 

 Ability to design all fixturing/work holding prints and models needed for each project 
within Solidworks 2021 

 Create all programs for manufacturing of fixture and component within Mastercam 2021 

 Create and maintain setup documentation, tool lists and work holding prints 

 Proficient in the interpretation of engineering design drawings. 

 Comprehensive knowledge of quality, root cause analysis, corrective action and 
continuous improvement regarding machining strategies 

 Ability to work with and provide clear and concise communication on projects and 
changes to all internal departments in a timely fashion. 

 Have strong critical thinking skills and ability to solve challenging problems. 

 Ability to work self-directed. 

 Proactively support changes in project work holding and good machining practices 

 Maintains safe operations by keeping work area clean and organized and by adhering to 
safety procedures and regulations. 

Benefits: 

 Medical, Dental, Vision, Vacation, 401K  (Matching) 

This is a full time permanent, salary position for day shift. 

 
If you are looking for a performance driven environment that is not just a place to go, but the 
place to grow and build a career, please send your resume to rstratos@geremarie.com for 
immediate consideration.  
 


